Jim & Jumpy

build a super awesome ramp

Highest jumps

Jim and Jumpy love jumping over
hills, bridges and ramps together.
They whiz towards them and take
off. Wow – what a great feeling!
But for the last few days, the two
of them haven’t had time for jumping. They have been spending all
their time in the garage. Why?
Well, they are working on something very special: Jim and Jumpy
are making their very own ramp!

All sorts of sounds can be heard coming from their garage:
‘whirrrrr’ – ‘tap tap tap’ – ‘buzz’.
Jim and Jumpy use a hammer, drill
and screwdriver. While they work,
they dream about what it will be
like to jump over their very own,
mega high, super cool ramp. They
feel sure that they will be able to
do mega high, exciting jumps. At
last, their first home-made ramp
is finished!
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The ramp becomes colourful!

The two of them drive to their
favourite track. ‘This is the perfect
spot for our ramp,’ says Jumpy.
‘Let’s go!’ cries Jim excitedly. But
then they feel drops of water falling on them. Oh no, it’s raining!
They soon realise that the ramp
is now much too slippery to jump
over safely. Disappointed, they go
home. Now, their lovely ramp is all
wet. It got a bit muddy on the way
home too. ‘What shall we do now?
The ramp doesn’t look good any
more!’ says Jim. He looks at the
dirty ramp and has a great idea:
‘Let’s paint our ramp in bright
colours!’

Jumpy loves that idea. First, they
wipe the ramp until it is clean and
dry, then they paint the surfaces
to make them all colourful. How
fantastic! Now, the ramp looks
perfect! The next morning, the
sky is bright blue and the sun is
shining. ‘Yippee! Now we can try
out our new ramp at last,’ cry Jim
and Jumpy. They can’t wait.
Almost like flying!

Finally, the pair get to the the start
of their favourite track. In front of
them, the beautiful ramp shines in
the sunlight. Jim and Jumpy whiz
happily around the bend and onto
their fabulous ramp – and they
take off. They feel so light – it’s
almost like flying! ‘That was
great!’ cries Jim happily when
they land. ‘Let’s do it again!’

